UNDERGRADUATE COURSE DESCRIPTION

Term: Spring 2011
Instructor: Mark L. Trump
Course #: THEO 1001
Section: 112
Course Title: Introduction to Theology

Description:

This course is structured to be an introduction to the key issues, questions and methods in Christian theology. As such it will survey key sources and questions of theology as reflection upon the worldview and core narrative found in the Christian scriptures and subsequently built upon by the Christian tradition. The course will be broken down into three segments, (Old Testament, New Testament, Christian Theological Tradition) in an attempt to trace key theological issues and themes as they develop and are appropriated throughout the tradition. Students will be asked to demonstrate both an adequate understanding of course content and the application of methods for both biblical study and theological reflection in engagement with past and current theological issues. A background in Christian theology is not presupposed. This course is a prerequisite to all other courses in theology.